THANHOUSER PERSONALITIES
General Checklist

Introduction

The following checklist of Thanhouser personalities emphasizes the positions that the individuals played in the history and development of the Thanhouser Company, the Thanhouser Film Corporation, and related enterprises circa 1909-1918 and is extracted from the author’s main biographical listing. The positions are those held with Thanhouser; in many instances the positions held by individuals earlier or later differed (some Thanhouser actors went on to be directors elsewhere, for example).

Not listed are persons not directly affiliated with Thanhouser but who were affiliated with firms connected with Thanhouser or Thanhouser films. Thus, individuals connected with the Mutual Film Corporation, the Pathé Exchange, Inc., the Submarine Film Corporation, the Arrow Film Corporation, etc. are not listed unless the people had a specific personal relationship to the Thanhouser organization.

In the case of scenario writers, most individuals worked with Thanhouser on a freelance basis, however some were paid staff members. The expanded biographical listing differentiates these. In instances in which a person well known in another endeavor appeared briefly in a Thanhouser film, but was not a professional actor, such an individual is listed as having made a cameo appearance. The Duke of Manchester is an example. Certain animals, the Thanhouser Poodle, for example, are listed.

The dates mentioned are those for which the person is known to have been with Thanhouser and/or the dates for which films involving that person were released. It is the case that certain films were released after a person was no longer with Thanhouser. For example, Nolan Gane appeared in films through the summer of 1915, many months after his death.

Later reissues of Thanhouser films in 1918 and 1919 are listed in the filmography section of the present work, but the 1918 and 1919 dates of the reissues are not included in the date(s) for which players were affiliated with Thanhouser. For example, Audrey Munson is listed as being associated with Thanhouser for the year 1915, when she appeared in Inspiration. This film was reissued under a different title, The Perfect Model, by another firm in 1918. The 1918 date is not included in the present Audrey Munson listing.

The use of a question mark (?) indicates that the dates of the person’s tenure with Thanhouser are not known.

I have arbitrarily put asterisks(*) after the names of the Thanhouser actors and actresses, with unimportant players receiving one *, more important players receiving two **, and the most important receiving three ***. Such listings are subjective, of course, and the opinions of other researchers may differ. Some players, Flora Finch for example, were well known before they came to Thanhouser but were not important while with Thanhouser. Other players, Jeanne Eagels, for example, were not important at Thanhouser but gained importance with other companies later.

If a person had more than one position—as both an actor and a director, for example—the asterisk rating refers only to that person’s prominence as an actor. It may have been the case that...
he was a prominent director but an unimportant or occasional actor, in which instance just one asterisk is given.

Executives, directors, scenario writers, office personnel, et al are listed but are not rated.

A
AANSTOOS, Cecilia (studio employee; ?)
ABBE, G.W. (actor; 1910-1911)*
ABBE, Herbert G. (assistant director; ?)
ABBOTT, Fred (actor; 1916)*
ABRAHAMS, R. (actor; 1914)*
ACKER, Edward (scenario writer; ?)
ACKER, Norman J. (actor; 1916)*
ADAMS, Kathryn (actress; 1915-1917)*
ADELA, John (press director; 1909-1910)
ADLER, Bertram (publicity director; 1909-1914)
ADOLPHI, John G. (actor, director; 1914)*
AITKEN, Harry E. (investor; 1912-1915)
AITKEN, Roy (investor; 1912-1915)
AITKEN, Tom (actor; 1914)*
ALBERTI, Viola (actress; 1911-1912)***
ALEXANDER, William (studio employee; 1915-1916)
ALKIN, Sol (actor; 1916)*
ALLARDT, Arthur (actor; ?)*
ALLEN, Leon (studio employee; 1912-1913)
ANDERSON, Gus (actor; 1916)*
ANDERSON, Mignon (actress; 1911-1915)***
ANDRADA, David (“Dave”) (actor; 1911-1914)*
ANDREN, John (executive, studio employee; 1912-1915)
ANDREWS, A.J. (actor or actress; 1916)*
ANKER, William (actor; ?)*
ARDSLEY, Henry (actor; 1916)*
AREY, Wayne (actor; 1915-1917)*
ARMBRISTER, Frederick S. (temporary employee; 1914)
ARMOUR, Jean (actress; 1917)*
ARNOLD, Lois (actress; c.1916-1917?)*
ASHLEY, Arthur H. (actor; 1914-1915)**
ASHLEY, John (actor; 1912)*
AUCKER, William (actor; ?)*
AUSTIN, Jere (actor; 1916)*
AYRES, James (actor; 1914)*

B
(BRISCOE, Lottie) (actress?)
BABETTE, Blanche (actress; 1917?)*
BADGLEY, Gerald (actor, studio employee; 1910-1917)*
BADGLEY, Helen—The Thanhouser Kidlet (actress; 1911-1917)***
BADGLEY, Master Gerald (actor; 1915-1917)*
BADGLEY, Mrs. Gerald (actress; 1913-1914)*
BAKER, Frank (film subject; 1913)*
BAKER, Joseph (“Joe”) (actor; 1914)*
BARLEON, Amelia (actress; 1910)*
BARLOW, Reginald (actor; 1915)*
BARNES, George (actor; 1910-1915)*
BARNES, Justus D. (actor; 1910-1917)**
BARRINGTON, Herbert (actor; ?)*
BARRY, Jack (film subject; 1913)*
BATEMAN, Victory (actress; 1912-1915)**
BATES, Harry (actor; 1916)*
BATES, Louise Emerald (actress; 1915-1916)**
BAUER, Arthur (actor; 1913-1917)**
BAUMAN, John M. (cameraman; 1915-1917)
BEATON, Mr. (actor; 1913)*
BEATTY, Jerome (publicity director; 1916)
BEAUTIFUL,” “Miss (Adele Rey) (actress; 1913-1914)*
BECK, John (actor; 1916)*
BECK, Max (studio employee; 1916)
BELLE, Tula (a.k.a. Tulla Hough) (actress 1915-1917)*
BENDER, Charles Albert “Big Chief” (cameo appearance; 1911)*
BENHAM, Dorothy (actress; 1912-1916)**
BENHAM, Ethyle (see Ethyle Cooke)
BENHAM, Harry (actor; 1910-1915)***
BENHAM, Leland (actor; 1912-1915)**
BENNER, Yale (actor; 1916)*
BENNETT, Frank (actor; 1914)*
BENZ, Margaret (studio employee; 1914-1916)
BENZ, Pere Amelia (studio employee; 1914-1917)
BERG, Otto (actor; 1915)*
BERLIN, Minnie (actress; 1914-1915)*
BERNARD, Nan (actress; 1914)*
BILLINGTON, Francelia (actress; 1913)*
BINDBEUTEL, G.T. (publicity director; 1916-1917)
BISHOP, Jessie B. (executive; 1911-1919)
BIZEUL, Jacques (cameraman; 1917)
BLACKMER, S.A. (actor; 1914)*
BLAIR, Sidney (actor; 1913)*
BLAKEMORE, Harry (actor; 1912-1914)*
BLANC, Julia (actress; 1915)*
BLANCHARD, Bertha (actress; 1910-1912)*
BLESSING, Christine (actress; 1914)*
BODINE, Mr. (actor; 1914)*
BOGEL, Claus (actor; 1914)*
BOLNIK, Sam (actor; 1912)*
BONAVITA, Captain Jack (actor; 1916-1917)*
BOOKER, John I. (studio employee, actor; 1911-1913)*
BOOTH, Dora (actress; c.1916?)*
BOSS, Yale (actor; 1910)*
BOSTWICK, Phyllis (actress; 1914)*
BOURKE, Fan (actress; 1913-1915)*
BOWERS, William (“Billy”) (actor; 1915-1917)*
BOWMAN, William J. (actor; 1910-1912)*
BRACY, Sidney (or “Bracey”) (actor, scenario writer; 1913-1915)***
BRADLEY, Mr. (studio employee; 1912)
BRADY, Ed (“Toots”) (actor; 1912-1914)*
BRADY, Frank (studio employee; 1914-1915)
BRADY, James F. (actor; 1912-1915)*
BRADY, Phil (actor; 1912-1916)*
BRAUTIGAM, Otto (cameraman; 1915-1916)
BRODERICK, Robert (actor; 1913)*
BROKAW, John (studio employee; 1916)
BROOKE, Myra (actress; c.1916-1917?)*
BROOKE, Tom (actor; 1917)*
BROOKE, Van Dyke (director; 1917)
BROOKS, Charles (actor; 1916)*
BROWN, Eleanor (studio employee; 1915)
BROWN, William (“Billy”) (actor; 1916)*
BROWNE, Harry (actor; 1915)*
BROWNLEE TWINS (actresses; 1913-1914)*
BUCKY, Al (film subject; 1916)*
BUGLE, Blanche (studio employee; 1911-1913)
BURBANK, Mrs. (actress; 1915)*
BURKE, John (cameo appearance; 1914)*
BURKE, John (studio employee; 1912-1913)
BURKE, Joseph (actor; 1915)*
BURKE, Peggy (actress 1914-1917)*
BURKE, Teresa (studio employee; 1912)
BURKE, Thomas (actor; 1916)*
BURNHAM, John M. (business associate; 1912-1915)
BURNS, George (film subject; 1913)*
BURNS, Martin (studio employee, 1914)
BURT, Ida (actress; 1915)*
BURT, William P. (actor; 1915-1916)*
BUTLER, Emma L. (actress; 1913)*
BUTTERFIELD, Everett (actor; 1915)*
BYLES, Ruth (actress; c.1916-1917?)*

C
CADWELL, Arthur A. (cameraman; 1912-1913)
CAIRNS, Jay (publicity director; 1914-1915)
CAMERON, Gertrude (actress; 1914)*
CAMERON, Walter (actor, cameraman; 1914-1915)*
CAMPBELL, Colin (actor; 1915-1916)*
CAMPBELL, Emma (actress; 1916-1917)*
CAPPArellI, Frank (studio employee; 1912-1913)
CARBER, Bert D. (technical director; 1915-1917)
CAREY, Clarence J. (actor; 1912-1915)*
CARLETON, Lloyd B. (director; 1909-1910)
CARLO (dog; 1914)*
CARNAHAN, “Junior” (Thomas Benton Carnahan, Jr.) (actor; 1916?)*
CARR, Catherine (scenario writer; 1915)
CARR, May (actress; 1912)*
CARRINGTON, Reginald (actor; 1912)*
CARROLL, Clay (actress; 1916-1917)*
CARROLL, William (actor; 1912-1915)*
CHADWICK, Cyril (actor; 1914)*
CHAMBERLIN, Arthur (actor; 1913-1914)*
CHAMBERLIN, Belle (actress; 1913)*
CHAMBERLIN, Harry (actor; 1912)*
CHAMBERLIN, Riley (actor; 1912-1917)***
CHAMPURY, Frank (studio employee; 1910-1914)
CHAUTARD, Emile (director; 1917)
CHESTER, Lila (actress; 1912-1915)**
CHESTERMAN, Joseph C. (studio employee; 1912)
CHRISTIE, Irene (studio employee; 1911-1915)
CHRISTIE, William (studio employee; 1911-1916)
CLARENDON, Kenneth (actor, director; 1914-1915)*
CLARENDON, Kenneth Jr. (actor; 1915)*
CLARK, Champ (cameo appearance; 1914)*
CLARK, Henry Bogart (legal representative; 1913)
CLARK, William T. (actor; 1915)*
CLARKE, H.R. (studio employee; 1914-1915)
CLAY, Cecilia (actress; 1917)*
CLEMENTS, Joseph (studio employee, actor, assistant director; 1914-1915)*
CLENDENNING, Janet (See Janet Henry)
CLENDENNING, Mrs. (studio employee; 1912-1915)
CLOY, May (actress)*
CODI, Mr. (actor; 1915)*
COLE, Clayton (actor; 1914)*
COLLINS, Eddie (film subject; 1913)*
COMPTON, Charles (actor; 1910, 1915)*
CONDON, James (bystander; 1915)
CONNELLY, Cyril (studio employee; 1912-1913)
CONROY, Miss (actress; 1915)*
COOK, Warren (actor; 1916)*
COOKE, Ethyle (actress; 1911-1917)***
COOKE, Thomas Coffin (actor; 1915)*
COOLEY, James (actor; 1915)*
COOMBS, Guy (actor; 1911)*
COOMBS, Jack (cameo appearance; 1911)*
COOPER, Claude (actor, director; 1914-1917)*
COOPER, John (bystander; 1915)
COOPER, Joseph (actor; 1914-1915)*
COOPER, Mrs. M.S. (actress; 1914)*
COOPER, Will C. (actor; 1911)*
COSGROVE, Larry Sheldon (actor; ?)*
COSTA, Sebastiano (actor, studio employee; ?)*
COWPER, Will C. (refer to Cooper, Will C.)
CRANDALL, Doc (film subject; 1913)*
CRANE, Frank H. (actor, director; 1909-1911)***
CRANE, Gardner (actor; 1913-1914)*
CRANE, Irene (actress; 1909-1911)*
CRONJAGER, Henry (cameraman; 1909-1910, 1914-1916)
CRONJAGER, Jules (cameraman; 1914-1915)
CRONK, Lillian (studio employee; 1913)
CROSSKEY, Arthur S. (scenario writer; 1913)
CRUGAR, Thomas (“Tom”) (actor; 1914)*
CRUZE, May Bosen (actress; 1912)*
CRUZE, James (actor, director; 1911-1915)***
CRUZE, Julie (actress; 1914-1915)*
CUMMINGS, Irving (actor, scenario writer; 1910-1911, 1914)**
CUMMINGS, Ralph (director; 1914)
CUMMINGS, Richard H. (actor; 1912)*
CUNNINGHAM, Arthur (actor; 1915-1916)**
CURRAN, Thomas A. (actor (1915-1917)*

D
DAINTRY, Isabelle (actress; 1910-1911)*
DALLAS, Gertrude (actress; 1917)*
DAMON, Ida (scenario contributor; 1915)
DANIELS, Louise (actress; 1916)*
DARK CLOUD (actor; 1911)*
DARLING, George (actor; 1914-1915)*
DARLING, Ida (actress; 1917)*
DARNELL, Jean (actress; 1912-1913)**
DAVENPORT, Blanche (actress; 1916)*
DAVIDSON, Ernest (studio employee; 1912)
DAVIDSON, William (actor; 1917)*
DAVIS, A.H. (cameraman; 1912-1913)
DAVIS, Mrs. Richard Harding (Bessie McCoy) (actress; 1915)*
DAVIS, Paul (business associate; 1912-1915)
DE BECKER, Nesta (actress; ?)*
DE CARLTON, Grace (actress; 1915-1917)**
DE JONGE, Harry (actor; 1914)*
DELANEY, Bert (actor; 1915-1916)*
DESMOND, John (studio employee; 1912-1913)
DE SORMEAUX, Arthur P. (business associate; 1914)
DE VERNON, D. (actor; 1914)*
DE WITZ, Baroness (see Valkyrien, Valda)
DIAMOND, Joseph (actor; 1915-1916)*
DIESTEL, Edith (actress; 1916)*
DIESTEL, Lucy (actress; 1912)*
DILLON, John (actor; 1913)*
DION, Hector (actor; 1915-1916)*
DI SILA, John (actor; 1912)*
DIX, Calvin (stage manager; 1911-1912)
DOERING, Frederick (actor; 1911-1912)*
DOOLITTLE, Jack (actor; 1916)*
DORE, Gladys (actress; 1916-1917)*
DORRINGTON, Lucille (actress; ?)*
DOUGHERTY, Jack (actor; 1915)*
DOUGHTY, Francis Worcester (scenario writer; 1914-1915)
DOWLING, George (see George Darling)
DOWLING, Jack (see George Darling)
DOYLE, Larry (film subject; 1913)*
DRAPER, Morgan (actor; 1915)*
DREW, Ann (actress; 1912-1913)*
DREW, Madge (actress; 1915)*
DREWERY, Violet Isabel (actress; c.1915)*
DUGAN, William (studio employee; 1915-1916)
DUKE OF MANCHESTER, The (cameo appearance; 1914)*
DULL, Clarence (studio employee; stage director 1910-1916)
DULL, Harry C. (technician; stage manager 1913-1916)
DUNCAN, Albert Edward (“Bud”) (scenario writer; 1913)
DUNGAN, Charles (actor; 1917)*
DUNNE, James (actor, assistant director; 1913-1916)*
DUNNE, May (actress; 1913-1915)*
DUNNE, Raymond F. (actor; 1914-1916)*
DUPONT, M. (actress; 1915)*
DURKIN, James (actor, director; 1913-1915)*

E
EAGELS, Jeanne (actress; 1916-1917)**
EARLE, Edward (actor; 1916)*
EASTON, Henry Clement (director; 1915)
EDWARDS, Elizabeth (studio employee; 1912)
EDWARDS, Leo (actor; 1912-1913)*
EGAN, Anna (studio employee; 1911-1912)
ELDER, Ruth (actress; 1914-1915)*
ELDRIDGE, Helen (actress; 1915-1916)*
ELINE, Mrs. Grace (studio employee; actress; 1912-1914)*
ELINE, Grace (daughter of Mrs. Grace Eline) (actress; 1910-1914)*
ELINE, Marie—The Thanhouser Kid (actress; 1909-1914)***
ELLERY, Arthur (actor, director; 1912-1916)**
ELLERY, Mrs. Arthur (Marie Rainford) (actress; 1914)**
ELTONHEAD, Theodore Osborn (scenario writer; 1914)
EMERSON, Charles (“Charlie”) (actor; 1914-1917)*
EPPING, J.C. (studio employee; 1912-1913)
ERIC, Fred (actor; 1916-1917)*
ETHIER, Alphonse (actor; 1910-1917)**
EVERETT, Charles Frohman (actor; 1913)*
EVERETT, George (actor; 1915)*
EVERTS, Louise (actress; 1914)*
EWENS, James (actor, assistant director; 1917)*

F
FAIRBANKS, Jane (actress; 1914-1915)*
FAIRBANKS, Madeline—Thanhouser Twin (actress; 1912-1916)***
FAIRBANKS, Marion—Thanhouser Twin (actress; 1912-1916)***
FANELLI, George (studio employee; 1913)
FANELLI, Leonard (studio employee; 1913)
FARLEY, Cardinal (film subject; 1912)*
FARRINGTON, D. (Mrs. Frank) (studio employee, actress; 1914-1915)*
FARRINGTON, Doris (actress; 1914-1916)*
FARRINGTON, Frank (actor; 1914-1915)**
FARRINGTON, Irene (“Reenie”) (actress; 1914-1916)**
FAULKNER, Ralph (actor; 1917)*
FAUST, Martin (actor; 1910-1911)***
FEALY, Maude (actress; 1911-1914)***
FERGUS, H.G. (actor; 1916)*
FINCH, Flora (actress; 1916)*
FINN, Otto (actor; 1915)*
FISCHER, Mr. (actor; 1914)*
FISHER, Charles (actor; 1913)*
FITZGERALD, Cissy (actress; 1916)*
FLAMONT, Joseph (“Joe”) (actor; 1914-1916)*
FLEMING, Carroll (director; 1913-1915)
FLETCHER, Art (film subject; 1913)*
FLETCHER, James (studio employee; 1914-1915)
FLORA (dog; 1914)*
FLOWER, Albert B. (studio employee; 1915-1916)
FORBES, Mary Elizabeth (actress; 1914-1915)*
FORD, Eddie (actor; 1913-1914)*
FORDE, Hal (actor; 1916)*
FORSTER, Oscar W. (actor, assistant director; 1915-1917)*
FORSYTHE, Vic (actor; 1914)*
FORTH, George J. (actor; 1917)*
FORTUNE, Thomas (actor; 1910-1911)*
FOSHAY, Evelyn (actress; 1913-1915)*
FOSTER, Flora (actress; 1911-1913)*
FOSTER, J. Morris (actor; 1914-1916)***
FOWLER, Lawrence (studio employee, cameraman; 1912-1916)
FOY, Eddie Jr. (actor; 1912-1914)*
FOY, Walter (studio employee; 1912-1913)
FRANK, Bert S. (actor; ?)*
FRANKLIN, Vera (actress; ?)*
FRANKLIN, Violette (actress; 1915)*
FRAUNHOLZ, Fraunie (actor; 1916)*
FRAY, Ed (actor; 1914)*
FREEMAN, George (actor; 1916)*
FREESE, Florence (studio employee; 1912)
FREULER, John R. (investor; 1912-1914)
FROOME, Albert C. (actor; 1914-1915)*
FROST, Leila (actress; 1917)*
FUCHSius, Dr. J.H. (temporary studio employee; 1915)
FULTON, Helen (actress; 1915)*
FUZIWARA, Mr. (actor; 1915)*

G
GALLAHER, Donald (actor; 1914-1915)*
GALLATIN, Marie (actress; 1915)*
GALLOP, Gloria (actress; 1910)*
GANE, Nolan (actor, director, scenario writer; 1913-1915)**
GARRISON, Lindley M. (cameo appearance; 1914)*
GARWOOD, William (actor; 1909-1913)***
GARY, Frank (cameraman; 1915-1916)
GASKINS, Elizabeth (scenario writer; 1914)
GAYNOR, Mayor William J. (film subject; 1911-1912)*
GENUNG, Edward (actor; 1911)*
GERCKE, Charles (studio employee, actor; 1910-1915)*
GEREGHTY, Baby (actor; 1915)*
GEREGHTY, Frank L. (actor, director; 1913-1917)*
GERRITZEN, Grace (studio employee; 1914-1915)
GervaIs, Lucille (actress; 1916-1917)*
GIBBS, Walter (actor; 1913)*
GIBSON, Frances (actress; 1912)*
GILLIES, Simon P. (actor; ?)*
GILLIS, Charles (actor; 1916)*
GILMORe, Nellie (actress (1915)*
GILMORe, Ruth (actress; 1915)*
GILMOuR, John H. (actor 1915-1917)*
GILROY, Barbara (actress; 1915-1916)*
GIRARDOT, Etienne (actor; 1911-1912)*
GIRONDA, Jock (actor; 1914-1917)*
GLEASON, John (studio employee; 1912-1913)
GLEASON, Joseph (studio employee; 1916)
GLENDINNING, Ernest (actor; 1915)*
GLICKMAN, Ellis F. (actor, director; 1914-1915)*
GLICKMAN, William (actor; 1914)*
GLYNN, Peggy (actress; 1911)*
GOLDSMITH, Frank (actor; 1915)*
GONG, Sam (actor; 1913)*
GOODING, Violet (actress; 1911-1912)*
GOODMAN, Daniel Carson (scenario writer; 1914-1915)
GORDON, Harris (actor; 1914-1917)*
GOULD, George (actor; 1915)*
GOULD, S. Charles (actor; 1914-1917)*
GRAWROK, Ruth (studio employee; 1913)
GRAY, Clifford (actor; 1916)*
GRAY, Robert (actor; 1916)*
GRAY, Violet (actress; 1914)*
GRAYBILL, Joseph (actor; 1912)*
GREENBERG, Mr. (studio employee; 1915-1916)
GREGORY, Anne (actress; 1917)*
GREGORY, Carl Louis (cameraman, director, scenario writer; 1910-1915)
GREGORY, Fannie (actress; 1912-1915)*
GREINER, Samuel (scenario writer; 1915-1916)
GREY, Doris (actress; 1915-1917)**
GRIIBBON, Florence (studio employee; 1912-1914)
GRIEL, Muriel (studio employee; 1913)
GRIFFITH, D.W. (advisor; 1913-1914)
GRIMMER, Agnes (studio employee; 1916)
GRIMMER, Carl (actor; 1912)*
GRIMMER, Frank (assistant director, casting director; 1911-1917)
GRIMMER, George A. (actor, assistant director, studio manager; 1913-1917)*
GROTHE, Otto (actor; 1915-1916)*
GUARD, Sully (actor; 1915-1916)*
GUNN, Charles (actor; 1913)*

H
HAHN, Mr. (actor; 1915)*
HALE, Albert W. (director; 1912)
HALE, Creighton (actor; 1914)*
HALL, Alexander (actor; 1914-1915)*
HALL, Alfred (actor; 1914-1915)*
HALL, Laura Nelson (actress; 1914)*
HALL, Mayre (actress; 1914)**
HALLER, Ernest (studio employee; 1912-1913)
HALLOR, Ray (actor; 1917)*
HALT, Robert (actor; 1911)*
HAMMER, Ina (actress; 1915-1916)*
HAMMOND, Willis G. (studio employee; 1916)
HAND, Thomas (actor; 1915-1916)*
HANLON, Alfred (actor; 1910)*
HANNA, Franklyn (actor; ?)*
HANSEL, Howell (director, scenario writer; 1913-1915)
HARKNESS, Carter B. (actor; 1911-1912)*
HARKNESS, John (actor; 1912)*
HARNS, Mr. (actor; 1914)*
HARRIMAN, Moses H. (actor; 1914-1915)*
HARRIS, Elmer (scenario writer; 1912-1913)
HARRIS, George (actor; 1914-1915)*
HARRIS, H.B. (cameraman; 1916-1917)
HARRIS, William (actor; 1912)*
HARRISON, George (studio employee; 1916)
HARTE, Andrew (studio employee; 1912-1913)
HARVEY, John (“Jack”) (actor, director; 1914-1915)*
HARVEY, William (assistant director, actor; 1915)*
HASTINGS, Carey L. (actress, scenario writer; 1909-1917)**
HAUCK, Roy (actor; 1913-1916)*
HAUSER, Arthur (actor; 1915)*
HAUSER, Elizabeth (studio employee; 1914-1915)
HAVENS, Beckwith (film subject; 1912)*
HAYES, E.J. (actor; 1912)*
HAYNES, Marie (actress; 1916)*
HEERMAN, Victor (consultant; 1909-1910)
HEFFRON, Thomas N. (producer, director; 1911-1913)
HEFFRON, Mrs. Thomas N. (actress; 1913)*
HEGEMAN, D. (actress; 1915)*
HEISE, Theodore (studio employee; 1911-1914)
HEISS, William (studio employee; 1909-1910)
HELLER, Mildred (actress; 1914)*
HEMBROW, Harry (studio employee; 1915-1916)
HEMING, Violet (actress; 1910-1912)***
HENDERSON, Charles (“Charlie”) (actor; 1915)*
HENDERSON, Grace (actress; 1916-1917)*
HENDERSON, Mrs. John (studio employee; 1912)
HENDERSON, Lucius (director, actor; 1910-1913)*
HENRY, Janet Clendenning (actress; 1912-1916)*
HENRY, Mabel (actress; 1916)*
HERBERT, Frank (actor; 1916)*
HERBERT, Holmes Edward (actor; 1915-1917)*
HERZOG, Buck (film subject; 1913)*
HICKEY, Alfred (actor; 1915)*
HICKS, John (studio employee; 1912)
HIERS, Walter (actor; 1915-1917)*
HILTON, Helen (actress; 1915)*
HITE, Charles J. (executive; 1912-1914)
HITE, Violet (actress; 1912-1916)*
HOFFMAN, Charles Wilbur (cameraman; 1915-1917)
HOFFMEISTER, George (actor; 1914)*
HOLDEN, John (actor; 1915)*
HOLLINGSHEAD, Gordon (actor, assistant director; 1914-1917)*
HOLLINGSWORTH, Alfred (actor; 1914)*
HOLLINGSWORTH, Tracey (film subject; 1916)*
HOLLISTER, George K. (cameraman; 1915-1917)
HOLLY, Horace (actor; 1911)*
HOLMES, Gerda (actress; 1913)*
HOLPEN, Robert (studio employee; 1915-1916)
HOLTZ, Fred (actor; 1915)*
HOOLE, Mrs. Josephine (actress; 1913-1914)*
HOOPER, Oren (actor; 1912)*
HORAN, Charles T. (actor; 1912-1914)*
HORAN, Joseph (studio employee; 1915)
HORN, Katherine (“Kitty”) (actress; 1910-1912)**
HORNER, Violet (actress; 1915)*
HORTON, Marvin Perry (actor, assistant director; 1912-1917)*
HOUGH, Tulla (a.k.a. Tula Belle) (actress; 1915-1917)*
HOUSER, Edith (studio employee; 1912-1913)
HOWARD, Barbara (actress; 1916-1917)*
HOWARD, Ernest (actor; 1915-1917)*
HOVE, Charles (actor; 1914)*
HOLLOWELL, William A. (director, actor; 1915-1916)*
HOYT, Arthur (actor; 1914)*
HOYT, Edward N. (actor; 1914-1915)*
HOYT, Fannie (actress; 1914-1915)*
HUDSON, Eric (actor; 1916)*
HUDSON, Virginia Tyler (scenario writer; 1915-1916)
HULETTE, Gladys (actress; 1911, 1915-1917)***
HULING, Lorraine (actress; 1915-1916)**
HUNT, Irene (actress; 1914)*
HUNT, Jay (director; 1912)
HUNT, Leslie M. (actor; ?)*
HURLEY, Julia (actress; 1915)*
HUSH, Val (actor; 1913)*
HUTCHINSON, Samuel S. (investor; 1912-1914)
HUTCHISON, Kathryn (actress; ?)*

I
ILLIAN, Isolde C. (actress; 1915-1916)*
IRWIN, Will (scenario writer; 1914)

J
JACKOWITZ, John (studio employee; 1912-1913)
JACKSON, Harry (actor; 1915)*
JACKSON, S. (actor; 1914)*
JAHN, Charles (actor; 1915)*
“JASBO” (studio employee; 1914)
JENNINGS, Al (actor; 1914)*
JEWETT, Eric (actor; 1914)*
JEWETT, Ethel (actress; 1914-1916)**
JOB, Herbert K. (cameraman; 1915-1916)
JOBES, Frank (studio employee; 1916)
JOHNSON, Joseph (studio employee; 1913)
JOHNSON, Roswell J. (cameraman; 1913-1914)
JOHNSTON, Agnes Christine (scenario writer; 1916-1917)
JOHNSTON, William Ray (financial manager, actor; 1913-1917)*
JONES, Dr. Addison E. (executive; 1914-1919)
JONES, Master “Bopps” (actor; 1916)*
JONES, Edgar (director; 1915)
JONES, F. (studio employee; 1916)
JONES, Glen (actor, studio employee; 1914-1915)*
JONES, Morgan (actor; 1913-1917)*
JORDAN, Adele Ramona (studio employee; 1912-1914)
JORDAN, Dorothy (actress; 1914)*
JORDAN, Elise (actress; 1915-1916)*
JORDAN, Nicholas (actor, studio employee; 1910)*
JORDAN SISTERS, The (film subjects; 1912)*
JOY, Ernest C. (actor; 1913)*

K
KALB, Anna (studio employee; 1913)
KAMADA, Tochichi (actor; 1915)*
KEENE, Mattie (actress; 1915-1916)*
KEIR, Rose (actress; ?)*
KEISHON, H. (actor; 1914)*
KELEHER, Daniel F. (“Dave”) (actor, location manager; 1914-1917)**
KELLETTE, John William (scenario writer, actor; 1913-1915)*
KELSEY, Fred A. (director; 1914-1916)
KENYON, Thomas (studio employee; 1913-1914)
KERR, George F. (business associate; 1914)
KEYES, Al (actor; 1915)*
KEYES, Bert (actor; 1916)*
KEYES, Frances (actress; 1914-1916)*
KILPACK, Bennett (actor; ?)*
KIMBALL, Charles E. (actor; 1916)*
KIMBERLEY, Joshua (British advertising representative; 1913-1914)
KIMBERLEY, Paul (British managing director; 1913-1914)
KING, Burton L. (director; 1910)
KINGSTON, Winifred (actress; 1915)*
KIRK, Hazel (actress; 1916)*
KNOWELL, Fred (actor; 1914)*
KRAFT, George (studio employee; 1912-1913)
KRAUS, Billie (studio employee; 1915-1916)
KRAUS, Charles (actor; 1915)*
KRAUS, Mrs. Charles (actress; 1915)*
KROELL, Claire (actress; 1914-1915)*
KROOSS, Chris. J. (studio employee; 1914-1915)
KYLE, Howard (actor; 1912)*

L
LA BADIE, Florence (actress; 1911-1917)***
LADDIE (dog; 1914)*
LADY (dog; 1916)*
LAKE, Alice (actress; 1916)*
LA MOTTE, Gene (actor; 1916-1917)*
LANE, Winifred (actress; 1915-1916)*
LA PEARL, Harry (actor; 1915)*
LASS (dog; 1914)*
LAW, Burton (actor; 1913)*
LAWRENCE, Ed (actor; 1916)*
LAWRENCE, Paul T. (actor; 1915)*
LAWRENCE, S. (actor; 1914)*
LAWSON, Betty (actress; 1916)*
LAWTON, James (studio employee; 1916)
LEACH, Oliver (actor; 1912)*
LEARY, Gilda (actress; 1915)*
LEE, Caroline (actress; 1916)*
LEE, Virginia (actress; 1916)*
LE GUERE, George (actor; 1915)*
LEHNBERG, Jean (actress; 1914-1915)*
LEHNBERG, John (actor; 1913-1917)**
LEIGHTON, Daniel (actor; 1916)*
LENT, Arthur B. (studio employee; 1913-1914)
LEON, Bertha (actress; 1915)*
LEON, Henry (actor; 1915-1917)*
LEONARD TWINS (actors; 1913-1914)*
LESLIE, Gladys (actress; 1915-1917)**
LE SOIR, George (director; 1912)
LESSEY, George (actor; 1911)**
LE VIEN, Arthur (actor; 1914-1917)*
LEVINE, Harold Zachary (temporary publicist; 1911)
LE VINESS, Carl (assistant director; actor; 1912-1915)*
LEWIS, Henry Harrison (director; 1914)
LEWIS, Mitchell J. (actor; 1914-1915)*
LIEB, Hermann (actor; 1914)*
LITSON, Mason N. (actor; 1915)*
LITTLE, Anna (actress; 1913)*
LIVINGSTON, Crawford (investor, executive; 1912-1918)
LONDON, Lt. Jack (film subject; 1915)*
LONERGAN, Lloyd F. (scenario writer; 1909-1917)
LONERGAN, Mrs. Lloyd F. (technical director; 1913-1914)
LONERGAN, Philip (scenario writer; 1912-1917)
LONG, G.D. (studio employee; 1914-1915)
LOVE, Sgt. William (actor; 1915)*
LOVERIDGE, Marguerite (actress; 1914)*
LUND, O.A.C. (director; 1916-1917)
LURASCHI, Sandy (studio employee; 1913)
LUTZ, Mr. (studio employee; 1915)
LYNDON, Cecil (actor; ?)*
LYONS, Francis (studio employee; 1912)

M
MAC GRATH, Harold (author, scenario advisor; 1914)
MACK, George E. (actor; 1915-1916)*
MADIGAN, Isabel (actress; 1912)*
MAHER, John (actor; 1911-1912)*
MAIDA, Mr. (actor; 1915)*
MAIDA, Mrs. (actress; 1915)*
MALTBY, C.E. (scenario writer; 1914)
MALTBY, H.B. (scenario writer; 1914)
MANNING, Charles F. (actor; 1914-1915)*
MANNING, Mildred (actress; 1915)*
MARCELINE (actor; 1915)*
MARCHANGE, Robert (actor; 1914)*
MARKS, Harry A. (actor; 1912-1915)**
MARLO, George (actor; 1915-1917)**
MARRIOTT, Crittenden (scenario writer; 1916)
MARSH, Marguerite (See Marguerite Loveridge)
MARSHALL, Boyd (actor; 1913-1917)**
MARSHALL, Thomas R. (cameo appearance; 1914)*
MARSTON, Lawrence (director; 1912-1913)
MARSTON, Mrs. Lawrence (actress; 1912-1913)*
MARTIN, Dorothy C. (studio employee; 1916-1917)
MARTIN, Ernest J. (studio employee; 1913-1917)
MARTIN, Henry A. (studio employee; c.1915-1917)
MARTIN, Lawrence (actor; c.1912-1913)*
MARTIN, Patti (actress; 1914-1915)*
MARTIN, Ruth (infant actress; 1913)*
MARVIN, Yvonne (actress; 1910-?)*
MARTIN, Ernest (studio employee; 1912)
MATHER, Charles (actor; 1914)*
MATHEWSON, Christy (film subject; 1913)*
MAYO, Al F. (assistant director, director; 1913-1915)
MAZZULLO, Amelia (actress; 1911-1914)*
MC CARDELL, Oswald (parrot, film subject; 1914-1915)*
MC CARDELL, Roy (scenario writer and editor; 1914)
MC CASKILL, C.R. (“Lord”) (actor, assistant director; 1914-1917)*
MC COY, Bessie (see Mrs. Richard Harding Davis)
MC COY, Minnie (actress; 1914)*
MC CROSKERY, Hattie (studio employee; 1911-1913)
MC CURRAN, Michael (studio employee; 1912-1915)
MC DOWELL, Gerald N. (assistant director; 1916-1917)
MC GASKILL, James (assistant director; 1914-1915)
MC GUIRE, Rose (studio employee; c.1916-1917)
MC ILHINNEY, F.F. (investor; c.1912-1914)
MC INNIS, Stuffy (film subject; 1913)*
MC KENZIE, J.W. (studio employee; 1916)
MC LEAN, Larry (film subject; 1913)*
MC NISH, Frank (actor; 1915-1916)*
MC NULTY, William (studio employee; 1915-1916)
MEAD, Charles M. (studio employee; 1914-1915)
MEAD, Lydia Mary (actress; 1913-1917)**
MEADE, Charles (actor; 1914-1915)*
MEIKLE, C.R. (studio employee; 1915-1916)
MELTZER, Abraham A. (studio employee; 1915-1916)
MERKLE, Fred (film subject; 1913)*
MERRIAM, Pauline (actress; ?)*
MERTON, Lawrence (actor; 1912)*
MERVEALE, Gaston (actor; 1914)*
MICKLER, Maude Howson (actress; 1916)*
MIDDLETON, George (actor; 1910-1911)*
“MIKE” (actor; 1914)*
MILASCH, Robert (actor; 1912)*
MILFORD, Bliss (actress; 1915)*
MILLER, Arthur (studio employee; 1912)
MILLER, John (actor; 1912)*
MILLER, Julia (actress; 1915)*
MILLING, Lieutenant (film subject; 1912)*
MILLS, William C. (studio employee; 1913)
MINDIL, Phil (executive, publicist; 1913-1914)
MITCHELL, Howard M. (actor, director; 1914-1916)*
MITSU, Miss (actress; 1915)*
MITZORAS, Mikhail (Demetrio) (actor; 1912-1913)*
MIXX, Emmet (scenario writer; 1915-1917)
MONTAGUE, Frederick (actor; ?)*
MOORE, E.T. (actor; 1914)*
MOORE, Grace (actress; 1910-1912)*
MOORE, Mary (actress applicant; 1915)
MOORE, Owen (actor; 1910)*
MOORE, W. Eugene, Jr. (actor, director; 1912-1917)**
MORAN, Billy (actor; 1916)*
MORGAN, Cy (cameo appearance; 1911)*
MORGAN, Will (actor; 1912)*
MORISON, Lindsay (actor; 1915-1916)*
MORRIS, Chester (actor; 1917)*
MORRIS, William (actor; 1915)*
MORRISSEY, Edward (studio employee; 1915-1916)
MOSES, Alfred H., Jr. (cameraman; 1910-1916)
MOSS, George (actor; 1912)*
MOYEA, John W. (actor; 1911-1912)*
MUELLER, Lillian (actress; 1917)*
MUNSON, Audrey (actress; 1915)*
MURPHY, Eddie (film subject; 1913)*
MURPHY, Frank (actor; 1914)*
MURRAY, James (“Jim”) S. (actor; 1914-1916)*
MURRAY, Red (film subject; 1913)*
MUSSETT, Charles (actor; 1917)*
MYERS, John E. (actor; 1914)*
MYERS, Julia (studio employee; 1914-1915)

N
NEILL, Richard (actor; 1917)*
NELSON, William E. (studio employee; 1912-1915)
NESBAUM, Phil (actor; 1912-1913)*
NEW, Clarence Herbert (scenario writer; 1913-1914)
NEWBURGH, Francis (actor, cameraman; 1912)*
NEWMAN, Robert (studio employee; 1912-1915)
NEWTON, Marie (actress; 1915)*
NIBLACK, Carrie (actress; 1915)*
NIBLACK, George (actor; 1914)*
NIBLACK, John (actor; 1914)*
NIBLACK, Samuel Morgan (actor; 1914-1917)*
NICHOLS, George O. (director, actor; 1911-1912)**
NICHOLS, George O., Jr. (actor; 1912)*
NILE, Grace (actress; 1912)*
NOBLE, John (actor, director, stage manager; 1910-1912)**
NOEL, William (“Billy”) (actor, studio employee; 1912-1916)**
NORCROSS, Frank (actor; 1913)*
NORDEN, Virginia (actress; 1912)*
NORTON, Alfred (actor; 1914)*
NORTON, Edward (actor; 1911-1912)*
NOWLAND, Eugene (director; 1915-1916)
NYE, Oscar (actor; 1914)*

O
OAKLAND, Ethelmary (actress; 1916)*
OBER, George (actor; 1912)*
O’BRIEN, A.E. (actor or actress; 1914-1915)*
O’BRIEN, Geraldine (actress; 1915)*
O’BRIEN, John B. (director; 1916-1917)
O’BRIEN, John J. (cameo appearance; 1913)*
O’BRIEN, Thomas (actor; 1914)*
O’CONNOR, Adeline (actress; 1915)*
OLD BESS (fire department horse; 1912)*
OLDRING, Rube (cameo appearance, film subject; 1911, 1913)*
O’NEIL, Barry (director; 1909-1911)
O’NEILL, Frank (actor; 1911-1912)*
OSBORNE, George C. (studio employee; 1914-1915)
OSBORNE, William (studio employee; 1915)
OSCAR AND CONRAD COMPANY (Thanhouser comedy team of Claude Cooper and Frank E. McNish) (actors; 1916-1917)*
OSGOOD, Anna (actress; 1916-1917)*
OSTRICHE, Muriel (actress; 1913-1915)***
OWENS, Charles (studio employee; 1915-1916)
OYEN, Henry (scenario writer; 1914)
OZMUN, Nat (studio employee; 1913)

P
PALMER, Inda (actress; 1911-1917)**
PANGBURN, T.M. (studio employee; 1916)
PANTHUS (dog; 1916)*
PARKE, William (director; 1915-1916)
PARKE, William, Jr. (actor; 1916-1917)*
PARKER, Barnett (actor; 1915-1916)*
PATTERSON, J. Medill (advisor; 1914)
PAYTON, Claude (actor; 1914)*
PAYTON, Lucy (actress; 1914-1915)*
PEASE, Harry (actor; 1914-1915)*
PEASE, Maude (actress; 1914)*
PERCY, W.S. (actor; 1913-1914)*
PERKINS, Dr. James M. (cameo appearance; 1914)*
PERRY, Reginald (actor; 1915)*
PHILLIPS, Joseph H. (actor; 1914-1917)*
PHRYNE (snake; 1914)*
PIERAUD, Jean Pierre (actor; ?)*
PIKE, Miss (actress; 1914)*
PILCHER, Roy (actor; 1915-1916)*
PLANK, Eddie (film subject; 1913)*
PLATT, George Foster (director; 1915-1916)
POISON FANG (snake; 1914)*
POSNER, George A. (scenario writer; 1914)
POST, Leo (actor; 1915-1916)*
POWELL, Alfred (cameraman; 1914-1915)
POWELL, Francis (director; 1913)
PROBST, Fred (actor; 1915)*

Q
QUIMBY, Cassius (actor; 1913)*
QUIMBY, Frank (actor; 1913)*

R
RAINFORD, Marie (see Mrs. Arthur Ellery)
RANDALL, Bernard (“Barney”) (actor; 1910)*
RANKIN, Arthur L. (actor; 1915-1916)*
REDDING, Eugene (actor; 1913-1914)*
REID, Peggy (actress; 1913)*
REINECK, Willard R. (studio employee; 1911-1913)
REINHARD, John (actor; 1914-1915)**
REITZ, Al (actor, assistant director; 1914-1916)*
RENEVENT, George (actor; 1915)*
REY, Adele (a.k.a. “Miss Beautiful”) (actress; 1913-1914)*
REYNOLDS, Edna M. (actress?)*
RHINEHARDT, H.M. (film subject; 1916-1917)*
RICHARDS, John (actor; 1914-1916)*
RICHELLE, Nettie (actress; 1914)*
RILEY, Elinore C. ("Nora") (studio employee; 1911-1917)
RILEY, Irene W. (studio employee; 1915-1917)
ROBINSON, A.J. (actor; 1915)*
ROBINSON, Howard H. (cameraman; c.1915-1917)
ROBSON, Robert (actor; 1914)*
ROONEY, Miss A. (studio employee; 1916)
ROOSEVELT, Theodore (film subject; 1910, 1915-1916)*
ROSE, Eleanor (actress; 1912)*
ROSE, Ruth (actress; ?)*
ROSEMOND, Anna (actress 1910-1911)***
ROSS, James (cameo appearance; 1912)*
ROSS, James B. (studio employee; 1916)
ROSSON, A. (studio employee; 1912)
RUBENSTEIN, Leon J. (independent business agent, publicity director, actor 1910-1917)*
RUBLE, Robert (actor; 1914)*
RUDGER, Gustave E. (actor; ?)*
RUSKIN, Jacob (actor 1913-1915)*
RUSSELL, Albert (actor; 1912-1913)*
RUSSELL, Harry (studio employee; 1914-1915)
RUSSELL, William (actor; 1910-1913)***
RUTTER, Louise (actress; 1915)*

S
"SMILING JOE" (cameo appearance; 1912)*
SANTLEY, Fred (actor; 1910)*
SAUM, Clifford P. (actor; 1914-1915)*
SCHAFER, Private (actor; 1915)*
SCHANG, Wally (film subject; 1913)*
SCHAPPE, William (actor; 1914)*
SCHLIESSER, Michael (studio employee; 1913-1914)
SCHUBERT, J.F. (actor; 1914)*
SCOTT, John (actor; 1914)*
SCOTT, Miss (actress; 1912)*
SCOTT, Rose (studio employee; 1911-1912)
SCOTT, Walter K. (actor, cameraman; 1914-1916)*
SECORD, Alice D. (studio employee 1914-1915)
SEE, Marie (studio employee 1914-1915)
SEELEY, James (actor; 1916)*
SEER, Anna (actress; 1911)*
SEERY, R.C. (business associate, investor; 1911-1913)
SEIXAS, Claude (actor, assistant director; 1913-1914)*
SEIXOS, Forbes (studio employee; 1913-1914)
SERRANO, Vincent (actor; 1916-1917)*
SEYMOUR, Clarine (actress; 1916-1917)*
SHAFTER, Sgt. Frank (actor; 1915)*
SHAFTER, Tillie (film subject; 1913)*
SHALLЕНBERGER, Dr. Wilbert E. (investor, executive; 1912-1918)
SHALLЕНBERGER, Dr. William Edgar (executive; 1912-1918)
SHALLЕНBERGER, John F. (investor; 1912-1916)
SHAY, Mr. (actor; 1914)*
SHELDON, James M. (executive; 1914-1915)
SHEPARD, Pearl (actress; 1916)*
SHEP—The Thanhouser Dog, the Thanhouser Collie (dog; 1914-1915)*
SHERWOOD, Everett (actor; 1914)*
SHERWOOD, William (actor; 1914)*
SHIELDS, Wilbert (actor; 1917)*
SHIRLEY, Edwin (actor; 1915-1916)*
SHOTWELL, Marie (actress; 1915-1917)**
SIEVERTS, Audrey (studio employee; 1914-1915)
SIEVERTS, Carl (bystander; 1915)
SIEVERTS, George (bystander; 1915)
SMITH, Bertha (actress; 1915-1916)*
SMITH, Blair (cameraman; 1909-1910)
SMITH, Orrilla (actress; 1910)*
SNOW, James ("Jim") (actor; 1916)*
SNOW, Marguerite (actress; 1910-1915)***
SNYDER, Jack (actor; ?)*
SOMNER, John (actor; 1914)*
SOUTHARD, Harry D. (actor; ?)*
SPARKS, Joseph ("Joe") (actor; 1914)*
SPAULDING, Nellie Parker ("Eleanor") (actress; 1915-1917)*
SPEAR, Harry (stage manager, actor; 1912)*
SPECHT, George (studio employee; 1914-1916)
SPECHT, Tillie (studio employee; 1911-1915)
SPEIS, Jack (actor; 1915)*
STAGG, Clinton H. (scenario writer; 1915-1916)
STAMP, Nettie (studio employee; 1911-1915)
STANLEY, Edwin (actor; 1915-1916)*
STEINLARGE, Louis (studio employee; 1914-1915)
STERLING, Joseph (actor; 1913)*
STEUART, Eldean (actress; 1914-1917)*
STEUART, Loel (actress; 1914-1915)*
STEUART, Maurice, Jr. (actor; 1914-1916)*
STEVE (snake; 1914)*
STEVENS, A. Leo (film subject; 1914)*
STEVENS, Ethel (actress; 1914)*
STEVENS, Grace (actress; 1915-1917)*
STEVENS, Mrs. S. (actress; 1914-1915)*
STEVENS, William H. (actor, scenario writer, director; 1914-1915)*
STEVES, Arline (studio employee; 1915)
STEWARD, Anna M. (studio employee; 1914-1915)
STEWART, Violet (actress; 1913)*
STILLWELL, Harry (studio employee; 1914-1915)
STINIMAN, Lew A. (studio employee; 1915)
STONE, John (actor; 1915)*
STOSE, Leslie (actress; 1913-1914)*
STROH, Frank (studio employee; 1912-1913)
STRUNK, Amos (film subject; 1913)*
SULLIVAN, C. John (“Jack”) (actor, assistant director; 1914-1915)*
SULLIVAN, Everett Joseph (actor; 1914-1916)*
SULLIVAN, Frederick R. (director, actor; 1913-1917)*
SULLIVAN, George (actor; 1914)*
SULLIVAN, James E. (actor; 1916)*
SULLIVAN, Mrs. S. (actress; 1913-1915)*
SULLIVAN, Samuel (actor; 1913)*
SULLIVAN, William A. (“Billy”) (actor, assistant director; 1914-1916)*
SUSSMAN, Miss (actress; 1912)*
SWAN, Charles William (“Billy”) (actor; 1915-1916)*
SWAYNE, Marion (actress; 1916)*
SWEENEY, Michael F. (studio employee; 1913)
SWICKARD, Joseph R. (actor; c.1911-1912?)*
SWINBURNE, Lawrence (actor; 1915-1916)*

T
TAFT, William Howard (film subject; 1913)*
TAKA, Miss (actress; 1911)*
TAKA, Mr. (actor; 1915)*
TAKAGI, Taku (actress; 1912)*
TALBOT, Thea (actress; ?)*
TAMAMOTO, I. (actor; 1914)*
TANGUAY, Lucy (actress; 1911-1912)*
TAYLOR, Benjamin (studio employee; 1916)
TAYLOR, Charles (actor; 1916)*
TAYLOR, Irma (actress; 1910-1912)*
TAYLOR, Julia M. (actress; 1910-1911)**
TAYLOR, Pauline (actress; 1916)*
TAYLOR, Thomas (actor; 1915)*
THANHOUSER COLLIE, The (see Shep)
THANHOUSER DOG, The (see Shep)
THANHOUSER, Edwin (executive; 1909-1913, 1915-1918)
THANHOUSER, Gertrude (Mrs. Edwin) (scenario writer, executive, actress; 1909-1912, 1915-1918)*
THANHOUSER JUVENILE, The (see Grace Eline, the daughter of Mrs. Grace Eline)
THANHOUSER KID, The (see Marie Eline)
THANHOUSER KIDLET, The (see Helen Badgley)
THANHOUSER MONKEY, The (monkey; 1911-1912)*
THANHOUSER POODLE, The (dog; 1911-1913)*
THANHOUSER ZOO, The (menagerie; 1913-1914)*
THAYER, Fritz (actor; 1914)*
THAYER TWINS (actors; 1913-1914)*
THOMAS, Lewis (studio employee; 1912)
THOMAS, Walter (actor; 1912)*
THOMPSON, David H. (actor, studio manager, casting director, director; 1911-1915)*
THOMPSON, Jean (actress; 1913)*
THOMPSON, Madeline (actress; 1914)*
THOMPSON, Nicholas J. (actor; 1912)*
THOMPSON, Thomas (British co-manager; 1914-1915)
THORPE, Morgan (actor; 1915-1916)*
TIMER, Julius E. (representative; 1917)
TINEE, Mae (actress; 1914)*
TOOKER, William H. (actor; 1914)*
TRAVELLER, Maud (actress; 1916)*
TRINDER, Louise (actress; 1912)*
TROHN, Morris (cameo appearance; 1913)*
TRUEX, Ernest (actor; 1914)*
TURNER, Allen (actor; 1914)*
TURNER, Alice (actress; 1914)*
TURNER, Charles (actor; 1915-1916)*
TURNER, Fred (actor; 1914)*
TURNER, Joseph Alan (actor, technical director; 1914)*
TURNER, Mary (actress; 1915)*
TURNER TWINS (actors; 1914)*

U
UMTER, Gustave (studio employee; 1917)
URSON, Frank (actor; 1912-1913)*

V
VALE, Louise (actress; 1913-1914)*
VALKYRIEN, Valda (Baroness DeWitz) (actress; 1915-1917)**
VAN DER VEER, Lillian (actress; 1916)*
VAN DER VEER, Willard (cameraman; ?)
VAN DEUSEN, Cortlandt J. (actor; ?)*
VAN GILDER, Harry (studio employee; 1914-1915)
VAN HOUTEN, Charles (executive, actor, workman; 1912-1915)*
VAN HOUTEN, Emma (Mrs. Charles Van Houten) (studio employee; 1911-1914)
VAN WINKLE, Jacob (studio employee; 1914-1915)
VAUGHN, Robert (actor; 1916-1917)*
VERNON, Isabel (actress; 1917)*
VINCENT, Miss (studio employee; 1912)
VON ELTZ, Theodore (actor; 1915-1916)*
VON LUKE, Eda (actress; 1912-1913)*
VROOM, Fred (actor, stage manager, studio employee; 1910-1913)*

W
WAITE, Virginia (actress; 1914-1915)*
WALDORF, Frederick H. (cameo appearance; 1913)*
WALKER, Charlotte (actress; 1916-1917)*
WALKER, Robert (actor; 1916)*
WALLACE, Dorothy (actress; 1915)*
WALLACE, J. (actor; 1915)*
WALLACE, James (actor, studio employee; 1912-1916)*
WALLACE, John (studio employee; 1912)
WALLACE, John (“Babe”) (actor; 1913-1914)*
WALLACE, May (actress; 1914)*
WALLACH, Dr. William I. (temporary studio employee; 1915)
WALLING, Roy (actor; ?)*
WALTER, Eugene (actor; 1916-1917)*
WALTER, Thomas (actor; 1912)*
WALTERS, Elizabeth (studio employee; 1911-1912)
WALTERS, Mrs. George (actress; 1910-1911)*
WALTON, Charles (actor; 1912-1913)*
WALTON, Edward (actor; 1914-1915)*
WARD, Edward (actor; 1914)*
WARD, J.C. (actor; 1914)*
WARDE, Ernest (director, actor; 1914-1917)**
WARDE, Frederick B. (actor; 1915-1917)**
WARDEN, Louise (actress; 1916)*
WARREN, Mabel (actress; 1915-1916)*
WATSON, Dorothy (studio employee; 1914-1915)
WEBB, Catherine (actress; 1913-1914)*
WEBBER, George (cameraman; 1913-1917)
WEIDEMAN, Dolly (studio employee; 1914-1915)
WEISEMAN, George (actor; 1914-1915)*
WEISMAN, Thomas H. (actor; 1913-1914)*
WELCH, Marshall (actor; 1915)*
WELSH, George T. (actor; 1914-1916)*
WEST, Henry (actor; 1914-1915)*
WEYMAN, Bruce (actor; 1914-1915)
WHEELER, William B. (cameo role; 1912)*
WHITCOVE, Mrs. (actress; 1914)*
WHITE, Archibald (cameo appearance; 1914)*
WHITE, F. (actor; 1915)*
WHITE, Sid (actor; 1915)*
WHITELEY, Helena (actress, studio employee; 1911-1912)*
WHITTEN, Della (actress; 1915)*
WHITTIER, Robert (actor; 1915-1916)**
WILLIAMS, Emmett A. (cameraman, studio employee; 1910-1914)
WILLIAMS, George A. (actor; ?)*
WILLIAMS, Hattie (actress; 1915)*
WILLIAMS, J. (actress; 1915)*
WILLIAMS, Lawrence E. (cameraman; 1912-1916)
WILLIAMS, Nellie (actress; 1914-1915)*
WILLIAMS TWINS (actresses; 1913-1914)*
WILLIAMS, Zenaide (“Zana”) (actress; 1915-1916)*
WILLIAMSON, George M. (film subject; 1914)*
WILSON, Robert (actor; 1914-1915)*
WILSON TWINS (actor and actress; 1913-1914)*
WILSON, Woodrow (film subject; 1913)*
WIRTH, Al (actor; 1914)*
WIRTH, Leo (actor; assistant director; 1914-1916)*
WIRTH, Louise (actress; 1916)*
WOLF, William (studio employee; 1913)
WOOD, Frank (actor; 1914-1915)*
WOOD, John (actor; 1914)*
WOODS, Lew (actor; 1912)*
WOODS, N.S. (actor; 1912-1917)**
WORSLEY, Wallace, Jr. (actor; c.1911)*
WRIGHT, Ethel (actress; 1912)
WYNARD, Edward (cameraman)

Y
YALE, Fred (actor; 1914)*
YALE, Harvey (actor; 1914)*
YANNER, Joseph (actor; ?)*
YORKE, Jay C. (actor, director; 1914-1916)*
YOUNG, A. (actor; 1915)*
YOUNG, D. (actor; 1915)*
YOUNGE, Lucille (actress; 1910-1911)*
YOUNGE, Wilford (actor; 1914)*
Z
ZIM (dog; 1911-1912)*
ZIMMERMAN, Frank L. (executive, studio employee; 1909-1914)
ZOLLINGER, William M. (cameraman; 1912-1917)

THANHOUSER CAMERAMEN and DIRECTORS
Checklists

Introduction

The following checklists of Thanhouser cameramen and directors is extracted from the checklist of all Thanhouser personalities. Work that the individuals performed in addition to being cameramen or directors is noted.

CAMERAMEN
BAUMAN, John M. (cameraman; 1915-1917)
BIZEUL, Jacques (cameraman; 1917)
BRAUTIGAM, Otto (cameraman; 1915-1916)
CADWELL, Arthur A. (cameraman; 1912-1913)
CAMERON, Walter (actor, cameraman; 1914-1915)
CRONJAGER, Henry (cameraman; 1909-1910, 1914-1916)
CRONJAGER, Jules (cameraman; 1914-1915)
DAVIS, A.H. (cameraman; 1912-1913)
FOWLER, Lawrence (studio employee, cameraman; 1912-1916)
GARY, Frank (cameraman; 1915-1916)
GREGORY, Carl Louis (cameraman, director, scenario writer; 1910-1915)
HARRIS, H.B. (cameraman; 1916-1917)
HOFFMAN, Charles Wilbur (cameraman; 1915-1917)
HOLLISTER, George K. (cameraman; 1915-1917)
JOB, Herbert K. (cameraman; 1915-1916)
JOHNSON, Roswell J. (cameraman; 1913-1914)
MOSES, Alfred H., Jr. (cameraman; 1910-1916)
NEWBURGH, Francis (actor, cameraman; 1912)
POWELL, Alfred (cameraman; 1914-1915)
ROBINSON, Howard H. (cameraman; c.1915-1917)
SMITH, Blair (cameraman; 1909-1910)
VAN DER VEER, Willard (cameraman; ?)
WEBBER, George (cameraman; 1913-1917)
WILLIAMS, Emmett A. (cameraman, studio employee; 1910-1914)
WILLIAMS, Lawrence E. (cameraman; 1912-1916)
WYNARD, Edward (cameraman)
ZOLLINGER, William M. (cameraman; 1912-1917)

DIRECTORS, ASSISTANT DIRECTORS

ABBE, Herbert G. (assistant director; ?)
ADOLPHI, John G. (actor, director; 1914)
BROOKE, Van Dyke (director; 1917)
CARLETON, Lloyd B. (director; 1909-1910)
CHAUTARD, Emile (director; 1917)
CLARENDON, Kenneth (actor, director; 1914-1915)
CLEMENTS, Joseph (studio employee, actor, assistant director; 1914-1915)
COOPER, Claude (actor, director; 1914-1917)
CRANE, Frank H. (actor, director; 1909-1911)
CRUZE, James (actor, director; 1911-1915)
CUMMINGS, Ralph (director; 1914)
DULL, Clarence (studio employee; stage director 1910-1916)
DUNNE, James (actor, assistant director; 1913-1916)
DURKIN, James (actor, director; 1913-1915)
EASTON, Henry Clement (director; 1915)
ELLERY, Arthur (actor, director; 1912-1916)
EWENS, James (actor, assistant director; 1917)
FLEMINING, Carroll (director; 1913-1915)
FORSTER, Oscar W. (actor, assistant director; 1915-1917)
GANE, Nolan (actor, director, scenario writer; 1913-1915)
GEREGHTY, Frank L. (actor, director; 1913-1917)
GLICKMAN, Ellis F. (actor, director; 1914-1915)
GREGORY, Carl Louis (cameraman, director, scenario writer) 1910-1915
GRIMMER, Frank (assistant director, casting director; 1911-1917)
GRIMMER, George A. (actor, assistant director, studio manager; 1913-1917)
HALE, Albert W. (director; 1912)
HANSEL, Howell (director, scenario writer; 1913-1915)
HARVEY, John (“Jack”) (actor, director; 1914-1915)
HARVEY, William (assistant director, actor; 1915)
HEFFRON, Thomas N. (director; 1911-1913)
HENDERSON, Lucius (director, actor; 1910-1913)
HOLLINGSHEAD, Gordon (actor, assistant director; 1914-1917)
HORTON, Marvin Perry (actor, assistant director; 1912-1917)
HOWELL, William A. (director, actor; 1915-1916)
HUNT, Jay (director; 1912)
JONES, Edgar (director; 1915)
KELSEY, Fred A. (director; 1914-1916)
KING, Burton L. (director; 1910)
LE SOIR, George (director; 1912)
LE VINESS, Carl (assistant director; actor; 1912-1915)
LEWIS, Henry Harrison (director; 1914)
LONERGAN, Mrs. Lloyd F. (technical director; 1913-1914)
LUND, O.A.C. (director; 1916-1917)
MARSTON, Lawrence (director; 1912-1913)
MAYO, Al F. (assistant director, director; 1913-1915)
MC CASKILL, C.R. (“Lord”) (actor, assistant director; 1914-1917)
MC DOWELL, Gerald N. (assistant director; 1916-1917)
MC GASKILL, James (assistant director; 1914-1915)
MITCHELL, Howard M. (actor, director; 1914-1916)
MOORE, W. Eugene, Jr. (actor, director; 1912-1917)
NICHOLS, George O. (director, actor; 1911-1912)
NOBLE, John (actor, director, stage manager; 1910-1912)
NOWLAND, Eugene (director; 1915-1916)
O’BRIEN, John B. (director; 1916-1917)
O’NEIL, Barry (director; 1909-1911)
PARKE, William (director; 1915-1916)
PLATT, George Foster (director; 1915-1916)
POWELL, Francis (director; 1913)
REITZ, Al (actor, assistant director; 1914-1916)
STEVENS, William H. (actor, scenario writer, director; 1914-1915)
SULLIVAN, C. John (“Jack”) (actor, assistant director; 1914-1915)
SULLIVAN, Frederick R. (director, actor; 1913-1917)
SULLIVAN, William A. (“Billy”) (actor, assistant director; 1914-1916)
THOMPSON, David H. (actor, studio manager, casting director, director; 1911-1915)
TURNER, Joseph Alan (actor, technical director; 1914)
VROOM, Fred (actor, stage manager, studio employee; 1910-1913)
WARDE, Ernest (director, actor; 1914-1917)
WIRTH, Leo (actor; assistant director; 1914-1916)
YORKE, Jay C. (actor, director; 1914-1916)